Instructional "weaving" is a method of instructional design that can help to solve problems related to time constraints and skill-building reinforcement. Teacherteacher collaboration is encouraged as instructional weaving between classes helps learners cope with complex or difficult tasks. One course builds on another, with teachers reinforcing learning across both time and setting. Examples are provided of how instructional weaving has been applied in an IEP (Intensive English Programs) setting, with learners working with content-based materials to learn and practice language and literacy skills. The article concludes with a list of tips and caveats for those interested in applying instructional weaving in their own settings.
Introduction
Teachers and students in ELT (English-language training) often experience frustrations related to time constraints and the need to practice, reinforce, and integrate skills across courses. Students are faced with a huge amount of work to prepare each night for each separate class, often spending hours reading and researching several different topics, one for each class. Similarly, teachers find it difficult to give enough time so as to thoroughly cover instructional objectives. In intensive English programs (IEPs) in particular, the fast pace can frustrate those who wish to introduce, practice, apply, and reinforce skills and concepts methodically. Teachers in skill-separate programs may also have a tendency to create assignments that focus on one skill only, but that by default require expertise in additional skill areas (e.g., answering short-answer or essay questions concerning a particular reading class assignment, reading an argumentative article as a springboard for discussion in a conversation class). However, it is difficult to integrate and build all skills in a 50-minute class, so teachers may isolate and practice only "their" target skill area.
In our preuniversity IEP, teachers grappled with these issues related to task demands and time constraints. Teachers discovered that these constraints infringed on the need first to develop common knowledge and interest among students before proceeding to practice and application in collaborative, interactive activities. Teachers were especially concerned with the need to base one skill on another so that students could integrate, apply, and effectively use skills on a long-term basis. Through curricular revision, we found that problems related to time constraints and skill-building reinforcement could be solved in part through an instructional design that "weaves" tasks, skills, and content within and between classes.
Instructional Weaving
To weave is "to form by combining various elements or details into a connected whole" or "to move (someone or something) along in a winding or zigzag course." As you weave, you "move from side to side, especially to avoid obstructions" (The Random House College Dictionary, rev. ed., 1980) . In an instructional setting, instructional weaving is used as a means successfully to guide learners through complex or difficult tasks, one class building on another so that teachers can reinforce learning across both time and context.
Instructional weaving already occurs frequently in courses, for example, to expand students' vocabulary, skills, and knowledge, or to sequence reading and writing activities (Leki, 1991; Kiniry & Strenski, 1985) . Most applications of instructional weaving, however, relate solely to within-class instructional planning. Our concept of instructional weaving necessitates collaborative planning so that between-course weaves become a focus of instruction. Class activities zigzag so that skills and concepts presented in one class interact and build on related ideas and skills needed in another class. Stepwise instructional scaffolding of skills and content occurs through crosswise teaching of the same students by another teacher in another class. Both horizontal and vertical integration occurs, as depicted in Figure 1 .
Horizontal integration of learning objectives and experiences across the curriculum enables students "to perceive a meaningful relationship between learnings acquired in the courses they are taking ... and those acquired earlier or later" (Wallen, 1976, p. 6) . This model has been adapted for use in United States elementary education in the form of the "integrated day" (Kutz, 1983) . The underlying principle of the integrated day is the belief that separate time periods for content study are less effective than integration of mathematics, social science, language arts, and science "into a more meaningful, holistic experience" (Kutz, 1983, abstract) .
Another related concept is that of instructional scaffolding, in which students receive modeling, support, and guidance to deal strategically with difficult tasks or texts. Instructional scaffolds break tasks and stUdy strategies into incremental steps. Accompanying materials, learning guides, and teacher guidance also support the learner. Scaffolds are suggested for students involved in literacy tasks, for example, to help them "achieve literacy tasks that would otherwise have been out of reach" (Vacca & Vacca, 1993, p. 200) . As learners develop confidence with tasks and increased sophistication with strategy use, they are weaned from the need for scaffolds.
Instructional weaving similarly breaks complex, multiskill tasks into incremental, more manageable steps for students. Students learn and practice Wallen, 1976) . difficult skills in classes that dovetail. They may build on work done in a writing-oriented class, for example, by applying similar skills in a readingoriented class. New skills build on earlier ones, and students are guided in both classes through necessary language skills and learning processes to accomplish final products successfully. Instructional weaving between courses also provides opportunities for implementing integrated-skills projects in skill-separate programs. The cognitive and work load is reduced for students, helping them to manage intensive language instruction that may entail 20 or more hours of instruction per week across four or five different courses per day. The cohesive structure also allows teachers to team teach more effectively, noting individual learners' strengths and needs while collaboratively sharing and reinforcing each other's learning and content objectives.
Woven Courses
The instructional weaves described below were implemented across two advanced-level academic preparation courses in an intensive English program at a US university.! Originally, the courses had little overlap. The Core course comprised a content class on earth science focusing on reading, listening, oral presentation, and test-taking skills and strategies. The Writer's Workshop course simulated a freshmen-level composition course emphasizing skills and strategies needed for reading-based writing assignments. In both classes, students were asked to participate in group or individual research projects. Early on it became clear that the amount of reading and writing each student was asked to complete was overwhelming. Steps were taken to weave tasks and content across courses more effectively in order to reduce demands on both students and teachers. Below is a description of two research tasks, one short term and one long term, which form two phases of instructional weaving that led to enhanced student success and teacher satisfaction regarding ability to accomplish instructional objectives.
Short-Term Weave: Collaborative Projects
The first phase of this task-based weave is teacher-directed and has a collaborating group focus. For the collaborative project, students form groups and explore in detail one concept from Core class content. For example, each group may analyze one of the four laws of ecology presented in their textbook, drawing on other sources and coming up with new examples as they prepare and teach the concept to the rest of the class. In another term, students are asked to choose a particular country to research, examining data and preparing a teaching presentation to focus on that country's population trends and concerns. These teaching presentations (in Core class) are then transformed into a collaboratively written report submitted for review in their Writer's Workshop class (WW).
In this weave, content knowledge is emphasized first, followed by applied practice in critical thinking skills such as synthesizing material from sources, interpreting charts and graphs, paraphrasing, and decision-making to incorporate and document outside sources. The group project leads students through the steps and skills required for later completion of an individual research project (see phase two below). Students practice and learn what is required, with scaffolding provided in the form of ongoing teacher support and assistance from other group members. They receive feedback and have the opportunity to improve and practice the same skills again when they work more independently on the individual project later in the term. The design of this short term weave is depicted in Figure 2 .
Individual Project Sequence
The second phase of this set of weaves requires that students demonstrate mastery of the learning objectives of the first phase as they complete an individual research project. The individual project also culminates in an oral presentation in the Core class and development of an accompanying research paper in the Writer's Workshop class. Skill integration and awareness
Step 1 Core Group project introduced (see Appendix A)
• activity overview distributed • discussion of task demands, requirements, grading criteria • "how to" re: effective presentations with modeling • groups and topics are determined
Step 2 Core Group collaboration both within and outside of class (teacher available)
• division of labor • create group outline and transparency • decide and practice presentation format
Step 3 Core Presentations and feedback from both teacher and peers
---
Step 4 Writer's Workshop Written reports constructed (see Appendix B)
• teacher distributes guidelines, instructions, and gradesheets for report • class reviews report components and format issues (e.g., documentation, order, headers, style) • groups collaborate to divide tasks • composition and typing of the group's report (in class)
Step 5 of audience and task are built in as students inform or persuade their listeners/readers, focusing on their self-chosen topic.
As they become "expert" on a particular topic of investigation, students are led through six complementary task sets in the Core and Writer's Workshop classes. First, students work through brainstorming techniques for possible research paper topics in the Writer's Workshop class. Brainstorming results are submitted to the Core teacher for response and review. Next begin several rounds of summaries-written and oral-which help students to compile information for their research and also to practice summary and paraphrasing skills. Students draw on the same texts to complete summaries for both classes. After receiving feedback from both teachers, they conduct further research, learn the required format, and prepare two proposals-one to be used for their written report (Writer's Workshop class) and one for an oral report (Core class).
Students next prepare two outlines, one to be used as a class handout when giving their oral report, the other more detailed to present content and sources for their written report. After developmental feedback from teachers and revision of the outline and handout, oral reports are given in the Core class. Feedback from the instructor and class helps students to note areas requiring further development, sourcing, or logical organization before they prepare the first draft of their written report. Written reports are submitted for peer review and undergo process writing for final draft submission to the Writer's Workshop teacher.
Like the short-term collaborative task sequence described above, this sequence integrates content, task types, and target skill objectives (e.g., summary, use of outside sources, synthesis of information, logical deductive ordering of arguments, oral presentations). The project breaks down a complex research project into manageable, ordered units that build on previously developed competences. A clear timeline and scaffolded weaves support and guide students as they complete tasks. Stepwise and crosswise weaves across courses complement each other, giving students at least two opportunities to practice the complex skills. Project components are outlined below in Figure  3 in the instructional weave pattern introduced above in Figure 1 . (See also Appendix C for a due dates checklist for written assignments.)
In order to clarify this process, consider an example of the individual project from a student's standpoint. After brainstorming to develop a list of possible topics and noting her own interests, a student decides to look at the one-child policy in China. She first finds a set of articles describing the content of, need for, and implementation of this policy. For the Core class, she gives a three-minute (oral) summary of an article that provides a rationale for the policy given the population situation in China. She then drafts a written version of the same summary, revising to incorporate feedback received from the oral summary and adding documentation based on Writer's Workshop activities to teach proper quoting and referencing of sources. She chooses two other articles to summarize for her writing class, both of which call for an end to the one-child policy, but each for different reasons. One author argues based on ethical grounds and one based more on cultural information about traditional family structure in mainland China. She practices synthesis skills as well, noting relationships between article concepts as she completes each additional summary. She again practices her oral summary skills when she presents one of the additional articles in the Core class.
Now that she has amassed a set of information and has begun to identify connections between facts, claims, and issues, she prepares a proposal for her oral and written research report. After review by the writing teacher, she then composes an outline to be used as a transparency when presenting her formal oral presentation of the topic in Core class. decides to focus on how the policy undermines the traditional values of Chinese culture. She next expands this report into a written call for action based on the class discussion that ensued after her oral presentation, making the argument that although a policy of population control is necessary in China, any such policy must be modified to work with the traditions of the culture, not against them.
Tips and Caveats
The sequences presented above have been piloted, revised, and recycled across several terms of instruction. Through this process of tryout and revision and through ongoing teacher-teacher collaboration, we have learned a number of lessons that may be of use to others. Some tips and caveats are offered here to help more easily implement instructional weaving in other settings. Meet early and meet often. Preterm meetings between team teachers are needed to create schedules that dovetail. Weekly (even daily) meetings between teachers are needed during the term to check dates, progress, and problem areas.
Clue students into the process. Letting students know that teachers are working together to help them acquire certain skills adds to both teacher and course credibility in the students' eyes. They are also more likely to view and draw on both teachers as useful resources as they accomplish tasks for each class.
Avoid student work overload. Try not to schedule major projects in both classes on the same day (e.g., a written summary and an oral presentation) unless the content overlaps (e.g., oral report presentation leading to a rough draft outline for the written version).
Remain on schedule. Because schedules are intertwined, falling behind in one class can destroy an activity in another.
Start small. These sequences, especially the complex long-term weave, have been worked out over more than one year of implementation. Do small projects first to see what kind of work load and pace students (and teachers) can manage.
Continually reflect, assess, and refine.
Note
ISimilar weaves have been used successfully in an IEP in Malaysia as well (Wilhelm, 1996; Wilhelm & Pereira, 1993 
